09:00 Welcome Address by Dirk Schwarzer - Head of the IFIB


09:45 Matthew Cheng, Publisher at Springer (part of Springer Nature), Heidelberg “From the research lab and into academic publishing“

10:15 Coffee break

10:45 Anne Ries, PostDoc, Boehringer Ingelheim "The rainbow of opportunities as a scientist outside Academia - Thoughts of someone who just decided to go to industry"

11:15 Elisabeth and Franz Knoop Foundation: Biochemistry Award Ceremony This years‘ award goes to Dr. Layla Drwesh and Dr. Sören Kirchgäßner

12:00 Lunch

13:00 Paul Vogel, Managing Director and Vice President of Research, AIRNA Bio and AIRNA Bio Germany GmbH „My transition from academia to entrepreneurship“

13:30 Simon Elsässer, Associate Professor, Karolinska Institut, Stockholm „Crossing borders, connecting minds: navigating a career in science“

14:00 Stephanie Miller, Head of Laboratory, Boehringer Ingelheim „Developing people, biopharmaceuticals and myself: my steps towards a leadership role in industry“

Meet the Speakers

Biochemistry student council
Award Ceremony for the best lecturer in the Bachelor and Master program

17:00 Alumniverein der Tübingen Biochemiker (MoBBEL) Mitgliederversammlung im IFIB Hörsaal 2T26 und anschließendes Grillfest